
A dehumidification solution for 
greenhouses, indoor growing 
facilities, and drying rooms



Why do you need DryGair?

High energy prices

Limitation on the
usage of pesticides

Green environment

Local production

Increase in the demand for
agricultural-products

Ongoing efforts to reduce
current expenses of the growers

Climate change

Humidity diseases

The intense competition in the 
agriculture industry, and the 
globalization process reduce market 
prices and push growers to look for 
ways to reduce their expenses.



DryGair Benefits

Humidity control

Energy saving

Optimal homogeneous climate conditions

Growing tool

Better yield - quality and quantity

Prevention of humidity diseases and reducing 

the need for pesticides

Prevention the loss of CO2

Saving working hours

Greener environment and sustainability

Organic premium-optional

Dense crops

Re-use water

ROI - Return on Investment



An innovative and environmentally friendly growing concept designed to treat humidity in 
greenhouses, indoor growing facilities, and drying rooms.

Developed for professional cultivation, the DryGair solution helps reduce growers' expenses and 
pesticide use and contributes to improved yield quality and quantity.

Dry (warm/cold)
treated air

Humid, cold
air from
below the
plants

Removes up to 
48 L / 13 Gallons 

Per Hour 

Discover the DryGair Solution

How Does it Work?

DryGair reduces humidity 
around the plants

*At 18°C (64°F), 80% relative humidity

Achieve uniform relative 
humidity and temperature 
levels. Avoid reaching the 

dew point.

 

Treats13,000 CFM 
\ 22,500 m3\h

Close your growing facility  
(vents & screens). Place  

DryGair in the center



The DryGair Solution concept combines powerful humidity reduction with a patent protected 
design which delivers a unique 360° air flow distribution, creating optimal uniform relative 
humidity & temperature levels throughout the growing facility.

Homogeneous climate conditions are crucial for the prevention of condensation 
and disease outbreak.

Air Circulation for Uniform Climate Conditions

The SMARTDG browser interface offers realtime remote 
operating and monitoring of the following functions:

The 
Realtime Dehumidification Data

Additionally
Use the 'Technical Zone' to collect and view data to 
improve cultivation and unit maintenance.

On\off power switches for the unit, fans 
and heating and cooling functions (for 
heating and cooling units only)

Relative humidity and temperature levels

Modify relative humidity and temperature 
set points

Dew point and VPD monitoring

Estimated hourly average Water removal 
rate (Optional)

Incoming water temperature monitoring for 
heating and cooling functions

Monitor compressor operation and 
accumulative runtime

*At 18°C (64°F), 80% relative humidity



DryGair Small Unit - DG6/DG6 EU or DG5

DryGair Standard Unit - DG12\DG12 EU

Covers up to 4,000 m² (40,000 ft²) greenhouse (depends 
on the crop).

Condenses 45 L/h (12G/h) of water *
Tempratures' operation range: 10°c - 25°c (50°F - 80°F)

DG12

DG12 
EU

Condenses 48 L/h (13G/h) of water *
Tempratures' operation range: 10°c - 40°c

DryGair Compact Unit - DG3

Covers up to 1,000 m² (10,000 ft²) greenhouse (depends 
on the crop).
Condenses 11.5 L/h (3G/h) of water *
Tempratures' operation range: 10°c - 25°c (50°F - 80°F)

DG6

DG6 
EU

Covers up to 2,000 m² (21,000 ft²) greenhouse (depends 
on the crop).

Condenses 25 L/h (6G/h) of water *
Tempratures' operation range: 10°c - 25°c (50°F - 80°F)

Condenses 25 L/h (6G/h) of water *
Tempratures' operation range: 10°c - 40°c

Our growing concept can operate in a variety of greenhouses, with different crops, growing methods, 
and climate conditions around the world. The units can be positioned along the ailes, rows or on the 
side of the greenhouse. They can stand on the ground or installed above the gutter.
All units can be connected to the climate control system or operate as "stand alone".

*Electricity requirements: 60 Hz - 1 phase (not available in EU and other 50 Hz countries).

*Electricity requirements: 60 Hz - 1 phase (not available in EU and other 50 Hz countries).



DryGair Split Unit

DryGair Combined Dehumidification 
and Heating / Cooling Unit

DryGair Unit for Warm Climate - DG13

Covers up to 4,000 m² (40,000 ft²) greenhouse (depends on 
the crop).
Condenses 48 L/h (13G/h) of water *
Tempratures' operation range: 10°c - 40°c (50°F - 104°F)

Can control both the humidity and the temprature inside the 
greenhouse.
Distributes warm / cold air above the crops, enabling better 
control of the plant's temprature.

The unit can be positioned on the ground - along the ailes, as 
part of the rows, on the side of the greenhouse; or it can be 
hung. Up to 4 meters (13.5 feet) between the parts of the unit.

Available for the DG12, DG12 EU, DG12 EU with heating 
& cooling, DG6,DG6 EU, DG6 EU with heating & cooling, 
and the DG13.

Available for the DG12, DG12 EU, DG6, DG6 EU, DG13, 
and in split configuration as well

*At 18°C (64°F), 80% relative humidity



World Leader in Dehumidification


